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EWM presents new PM-MIG/MAG welding torch with perfect ergonomics

The advantage you hold in your 
hand

EWM has completely redeveloped its professional PM welding torch for 
MIG/MAG applications. With an ergonomically shaped grip and anti-kink 
device, as well as LED lighting, it makes welding work much easier. 
Besides the version as standard torch, three function torches with 
integrated remote control and display are available: They enable 
numerous possibilities from the sphere of Industry 4.0, e.g., raising 
efficiency. All gas or water-cooled torch variants promise very good 
welding properties, reduced use of consumables and less finishing work 
by virtue of minimised splashing. EWM offers the PM welding torch for 
the first time for the new, comprehensively interconnectable MIG/MAG 
Titan XQ multi-process welding tool.  

Relief at work 

Additional comfort in the tough daily welding routine is always welcomed. With 

the PM torch, EWM delivers noticeable relief for work. Its grip with rubber 

inserts is shaped ergonomically so that man and machine nearly form one 

unified organic unit. Together with an innovative anti-kink device, balanced 

design and reduced weight, the new development from Mündersbach also 

contributes to fatigue-free work process even during positional welding.  

More light even without arc 

Excellent welding results require optimal lighting of the working area. The 

integrated LED lighting of the new PM welding torch from EWM ensures that 

everything is also well visible – even in dark spots on the workpiece, for 

example. It is activated automatically as soon as the welding torch is moved. 

This independence from the torch trigger serves as protection from incorrect 

operation and unintentional arc striking, for example, when bringing the 

welding torch close to a dark welding point.  
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Standard torch in premium quality 
The new PM welding torch from EWM makes its debut in combination with the 

new MIG/MAG Titan XQ multi-process welding machine. But it can also be 

used in the standard torch version together with all other MIG/MAG welding 

machines – thanks to the Euro torch connector. Depending on individual 

preference, the standard torch is available with the torch trigger installed at 

either the bottom or the top (optional). 

Ready for Industry 4.0 

The new PM welding torch from EWM is available in three versions as function 

torch with functions keys. Two of the function torches additionally have a 

graphic display featuring OLED technology. The RD3X high-end function torch 

offers the most setting options – such as for power and wire feed speed, 

voltage correction, welding procedure and programme. One special feature: 

When using EWM Xnet, the welder can access a welding sequence plan via 

the component management by means of RD3X, and select and confirm 

individual weld seams – this is how Industry 4.0 now also arrives at the 

workpiece.  

The right thing for any need 

Regardless of what your requirements are for cooling, torch neck and size, the 

new PM welding torch from EWM is available in numerous variants. Everyone 

can decide on a model that best suits their individual areas of application: The 

choice includes gas or water-cooling as well as short or long necks. The 

welding current range extends to 550 A. All torches are available as function 

torches.  

The welding torch pays off 
Robust fabrication, lasting quality and generous dimensioning of all 

components – the new PM welding torch also features these proverbial 

properties of all EWM products. It scores high points even in a continuous 3-

shift operation – also in terms of efficiency. On the one hand, it lowers the 

error rate by an interference-free wire guide, excellent shielding gas coverage 

of the arc range and safe current contacting. On the other hand, the use of 

consumables is also reduced because of the large material cross section of 

the contact tips (M7/M9 instead of M6/M8 as common in the industry). 
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Through the substantially better heat dissipation, no overheating occurs and 

service life is prolonged. Shielding gas consumption remains low because a 

loss of gas is avoided and less finishing work is required due to the 

minimisation of splashes. This is achieved through an optimal nozzle design, 

which also grabs the attention of commercial staff at the operating site 

because they, too, realise the following: The new PM welding torch of EWM 

pays off.  
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Fig. 1: 

The new professional PM welding torch from EWM features a high 
capacity and is well thought-out. Different versions offer every user the 
model fitting their individual needs. 
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Fig. 2: 

The grip’s ergonomic design with rubber insert as well as the new anti-
kink device facilitate a comfortable, fatigue-free work process even 
during positional welding. 

Fig. 3: 

The LED lighting of the new PM welding torch from EWM brings light 
even to dark areas of the workpiece. It is activated automatically when 
the welding torch is moved. 
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Fig. 4: 

EWM offers the new function torch in three basic variants. Depending on 
the model, current and wire feed speed, voltage correction, welding 
procedure and program, among others, can be changed.  

Fig. 5: 

The new standard welding torches from EWM are also available with the 
torch trigger installed at the top.  

For more high-resolution images, please visit: www.ewm-group.de 

About EWM: 

EWM AG is Germany’s largest manufacturer of arc welding equipment and one of the 
most important suppliers of this technology worldwide. The family-run company offers 
a complete system product range for first-class welding. Be it welding machines, 
welding torches, filler materials or welding accessories for manual and automated 
applications – EWM offers it all from one source. The company takes the technological 
responsibility for the entire welding process. Customers profit additionally from a 
comprehensive service offer. This also includes the innovation and technology 
consulting service “ewm maXsolution”. EWM has a strong global presence with 
approximately 600 employees based at twelve German and seven international 
locations, supported by more than 400 sales and service outlets worldwide.  

http://www.ewm-group.de/
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Thanks to numerous highly innovative developments of product and welding 
procedures, EWM is recognised as one of the central technology drivers by the 
industry and users. EWM introduces the added value of Industry 4.0 to welding 
production with intelligently interconnected and productivity-raising solutions. The 
company’s passion for welding is firmly embedded in its guiding principle WE ARE 
WELDING. Together with the BlueEvolution sustainability initiative, the claim of 
fulfilling the specific customer needs in the optimal way is emphasised – while always 
considering efficiency and ecology. Users benefit from energy-saving welding 
processes, considerably lower use of raw materials, reduced emissions and overall 
shorter production times. In result, this leads to significant savings of cost and 
resources. Our customers thereby raise their competitiveness and protect the 
environment at the same time. 
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